
How often is the pricing updated? 

BNi updates material pricing annually and labor rates quarterly. 

How is pricing determined? 

The detail on how pricing is calculated is in the BNi help article. 

I believe a price is too low or too high.  
What should I do? 

You can adjust the waste and markup percentages or just 
change the unit cost yourself. 

I am looking for a specific item that isn’t listed in my 
BNi catalog. What should I do? 

You can upgrade from the base catalog with 10,000 items to 
expanded trade specific catalogs or the full catalog with over 
20,000 items. 

How can I compare pricing from one region to another?

We wouldn’t recommend using STACK BNi data for this but you 
could create two estimates and use a different region for each. 
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STACK + BNi FAQ

I want to edit the name of a BNi item.  
What should I do? 

The names of BNi items cannot be edited. 

Can I build assemblies with both STACK items and  
BNi items? 

Yes, BNi items can be used in assemblies. 

I am looking for a specific item that isn’t listed in my BNi 
catalog. What should I do? 

You can upgrade from the base catalog with 10,000 items to 
expanded trade specific catalogs or the full catalog with over 
20,000 items. 

Can I change how a BNi item unit cost is calculated? 

Not at this time. 

I selected the wrong region. How do I correct this? 

In the estimate, change all BNi Item unit costs to zero ($0.00), 
then click the update pricing again, with the correct region.

The Base Package: 10,572 Items

Additional Packages

Roofing
6,324

Interiors
8,609

Sitework
6,316

Concrete/Masonry
6,720

Electrical
2,648

Mechanical
3,157

Roofing
+ 1,927

Interiors
+ 991

Sitework
+ 2,723

Concrete/Masonry
+ 1,967

Electrical
+ 6,349

Mechanical
+ 5,445

Note: Numerous items are associated with multiple trades.  Total Base Items: 10,572  |  Total Full Items: 22,138

Plus 349 General Conditions

https://www.stackct.com/help/en/articles/6364844-using-national-and-regional-cost-data
 https://go.stackct.com/Identity/Account/Register?product=free

